Local Restaurants and Food Shops
(see over)
**Key for Restaurants:**

1. Tian Tian. ££. Decent quality Chinese food, located a ten minute walk from the Arts 2.
4. Half Moon. £. Very popular with students. Quick service and inexpensive weekday specials. This is a budget conscious pub with Real Ale (Cask Marque) and burgers (counter service).
5. Verdi’s. £££. An Italian restaurant. More expensive than most of the other local venues but good food.
6. Nando’s. £. Our local branch of the ubiquitous chicken grilling establishment. The same as all of its other outlets.
7. Roosters. £. Like Nando’s, but a bit more Spartan. The food is simple and good.
8. The Greedy Cow. ££. One of London’s very many gourmet burger restaurants. Decent food.
9. The Orange Room. £. A little further to walk, and pretty basic but offers good quality Lebanese food at good prices.
10. Ariana. ££. This restaurant serves both Persian and Afghan food. It’s very good and vegetarian friendly.

**Key for Shops:**

A. Stepney Green Co-op.
B. Sainsbury’s Local.
C. Mile End Co-op.